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First Rank
Prabhuta Makhwana
GP: 8.68

HKCP has always been a great experience for
me. It has enriched my inner skills, enhanced
my overall personality and attributes. I am
highly obliged and grateful to all my
supportive, amenable and enthusiastic
Teachers & Principal Madam who have not
only selflessly but also whole heartedly got me
through the entire years. A special thank you
to all the Lab assistants, Peons and the office
technicians as well. It will be an excellent
opportunity for me to represent my college
always. I am proud to be a HKCPian. Thank you.



Second Rank
Mobina Aghariya
GP: 8.16

It was an awesome journey throughout the
4 years in HKCP..! I have learnt many things
throughout my journey. It is very blissful to
be in such a unique field & I have received
a great exposure regarding PHARMACY
from my college which has strengthened
my knowledge as well as my concepts.
Well..! The professors & principal have
played a vital role in building our
knowledge, without them it was next to
impossible. Proud to be HKCPian.
Salute..!!!!



Third Rank
Rahul Narvekar
GP: 8.11

The four long years that felt so as it would stretch unto
eternity passed by even before we could take in most
it. It was a long road of late nights and long mornings,
journal completions and submission deadlines, group
studies and last minute revisions. But having finally
sailed through, it feels fulfilling. The years I spent at
H.K.C.P. were fun but more than that, it turned out to
be an explicit patchwork of memories, experiences,
celebrations and most importantly quality education in
its best possible form. On a final cue, notes of gratitude
to everyone, Principal ma’am and all the teachers for
always being there and accommodating even the
silliest of queries, the non-teaching staff for all the
silent support. To the important people I’m lucky to tag
as friends, it has been a privilege to have known every
one of you and the gift of your presence and
acknowledgement is truly and heartily appreciated.



Fourth Rank
Ruchita Kanade
GP: 7.80

The 4yrs of journey at HKCP had made it my
2nd home...and the Teachers have became my
2nd parents. This is a place which has helped
me to grow and even helped me to know my
hidden skills and progress in it. The teachers
and Principal madam have always provided a
helping hand towards me which has helped me
to become what I am today and even also gave
an back support which helped me to progress
in my academics and other activities in this
4yrs journey. Proud to be an HKCPian
Infinite Thanks to HKCP.



Fifth Rank
Madhushree Phalak
GP: 7.73

I feel very proud to be a part of this college and
would like to thank our beloved Principal,
Professors, the entire college staff including
peon, security, lab technicians who provided
support, cooperation for my development and
gave my career a right path.
I learnt a lot about pharmacy in details from all
and got different experience which will be
useful for my future and career. I will
remember my college and friends..
I thank for the same and my best
regards to you all.


